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The Signs of the Horse’s Head: Aeneid 1.442-5

Every reader of the Aeneid is aware that the Carthaginian episode is 
a mythical anticipation of the historical relations between Carthage and 
Rome. The Punic Wars loom appropriately large in modern discussions 
of the episode, but it is less appropriate that they do so to the virtual 
neglect of other eras and episodes in the interconnected history of those 
two powers. J.-P. Brisson raised this point some thirty years ago (and in 
fact with reference to the very passage on which I focus here),1 but it is 
my impression that in this respect the inveterate habits of Virgil’s 
readers have not changed much during the ensuing decades.2 To read 
the majority of modern accounts of the Dido episode as pre-figurement of 
Romano-Punic history is to come away with a sense that the hostilities 
were permanent or timeless or that nothing had happened in the inter
val between 146 b c  and the first readings of the Aeneid some one 
hundred and twenty-five years later. Certainly memories of Carthage 
the formidable enemy remained strong for the Romans down to the 
Augustan Age and beyond, but this need not mean that Roman literary 
reflexes of historical consciousness and practical politics remained fix
ated on the events of remote generations. For the writer and for the first 
readers of the Aeneid the curse of Dido will have had its effect, but its 
power will have long since dissipated. In the Rome of Virgil and Augustus 
the former Punic possessions in North Africa will surely have been 
viewed more as an enticing target for political expansion and economic 
exploitation than as a formidable threat. If, then, the Virgilian myth- 
history of Carthage anticipates Carthage as the long-term enemy of 
Rome, should it not also anticipate it as the Roman possession that it 
had become? Such considerations at any rate underlie the following
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reading of one brief, but pregnant, passage in Aeneid 1.

Lueus in urbe fuit media, laetissimus umbrae, 441
quo primum iactati undis et turbine Poeni 
effodere loco signum, quod regia Iuno 
monstrarat, caput acris equi; sic nam fore hello 
egregiam et facilem victu per saecula gentem. 445 
Hie templum Iunoni ingens Sidonia Dido 
eondebat, donis opulentum et numine divae. 447

The verses in bold type comprise a formal digression from the narra
tive. Its ostensible motive is to explain and identify the particular 
location of the temple which is to be the setting for the summit confer
ence in which the first Roman and Punic leaders meet to set in motion 
a millennium of international relations. In mythico-historical terms the 
meeting initiates and anticipates centuries of naval, military, commer
cial and political rivalry but also, it must be said, some intervals of 
detente or even co-operation, between the two great powers. That meet
ing also anticipates the forced political and economic integration, the 
new colonial status of Carthage, at the time the poem was written. At 
first the digression, a sort of foot-note embedded in the text, appears in 
its almost pedestrian simplicity to be unequal to the moment. Besides 
that, there is a sense in which it is unnecessary. Excise it from the text 
and we open no serious gap between w. 440 and 446. In fact we close 
a gap, though leaving the demonstrative hie (instead of a relative) at the 
beginning of v. 446 as perhaps a tell-tale infelicity. But the reality is of 
course that the gap in the narrative has an eloquence of its own, that 
such an interruption draws attention to itself in much the same way 
that an ecphrasis or epic simile does. The mildly jarring effect of a 
parenthesis or an apparent obiter dictum diverts and re-focuses a read
er’s attention. An initial impulse to deny or question its relevance can be 
the stimulus to discovering that relevance. In this instance there are 
also several stimuli to the curiosity nested within the digression. Cer
tain words or motifs, conspicuous by reason of their own vagueness or 
indeterminacy, function like ‘buttons’ or ‘icons’, to invite, though not 
compel, the reader to ‘point and click’ and to call up from poetic memory 
associated data of language, myth, geography or history. Alternatively, 
the reader can ignore such ‘icons’ and continue with the narrative.

R ory  B . E gan
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Prominent among the ‘icons’ in our Virgilian passage is the sign of 
the horse’s head, which is presented with a lyrical allusiveness that 
challenges the curiosity. While we can imagine that erudition and liter
ary conditioning would have allowed some Augustan readers to respond 
to the challenge with ready facility, modern responses to this and some 
other challenges in the digression are necessarily more arduous and 
tentative. Even we modern readers, though, with the help of some 
sketchy outside information from other ancient writers, can be confident 
that the horse-head alludes to a pre-existing Carthaginian foundation 
story according to which the Phoenician colonists were to know that they 
were at the right place for their new city when they dug up a horse- 
head.3 Here, in accordance with the symbology of the horse-head, they 
would become a military power and a people readily supplied with 
sustenance. Because of the outside testimonia there can be little doubt 
that v. 445 reflects both parts of the traditional story. Is Virgil, though, 
merely acknowledging, en passant, a piece of antiquarian Punica? That 
possibility, for anyone familiar with Virgil’s poetic economy in the adap
tation of traditional material, is intrinsically unlikely, and so the ques
tion leads us on to explore the conditions and environment in which the 
material is presented.

The Phoenicians, Virgil tells us, were tossed up on to the shore by 
a storm. He has already told us that Aeneas and the Trojans were 
brought to Carthage by a storm. So the founding leaders of Rome and 
Carthage had both come to the site of Juno’s temple as storm-tossed 
refugees in quest of a new city. If we cast our historical attention 
forward to another foundation of Carthage, a Roman foundation, we find 
an expedition led by Gaius Gracchus founding, amid fierce wind storms 
that betoken the power of Juno, a settlement which the Romans called 
Iunonia.4 Is this historical event not likely to be one of the things 
foreshadowed by the visit of the first Roman founder to the sanctuary of 
Punic Juno? If so, then the whole digression must have more relevance 
than a simple reference to Punic lore would have for Roman readers 
about a century after the Gracchan foundation. Add to this the fact that 
even as the Aeneid was being composed Carthage was the scene of 
a vigorous rebuilding programme sponsored by the eminent descend
ants of Aeneas, first Julius Caesar and now Augustus.5 The realization 
that in addition to Phoenician founders there were mythical and historical 
Roman founders who had associations with the same site, and therefore
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with the same poetic words, presents us with a non-Phoenician menu of 
meanings from which to choose. Before examining them, though, it 
might be well to consider the format in which they are presented.

The incident of the horse-head is presented by Virgil as a foundation 
oracle of which Juno was the author. The pluperfect monstramt indi
cates that the goddess had expressed the significance of the find some 
time before its actual occurrence. Now foundation oracles appear with 
some frequency in ancient literature. There are enough of them, includ
ing at least a couple in the Aeneid, to enable us to say that they share 
certain stock characteristics. For one thing they have a riddling or 
enigmatic aspect to them, being worded in such a way as to be suscepti
ble to misinterpretation, multiple interpretation, or fulfilment in an 
unexpected way.6 In the present instance the reference to the horse-head 
might have been the component on which the surprise element in the 
discovery hinged (in the same way that another unexpected fulfilment of 
an oracle hinged on the ‘tables’ which were really leaves at 7.116). It 
would, for instance, be consistent with the character of such stories if the 
horse-head turned out to be the prow of one of the Phoenicians’ own 
ships. We do know from a fragment of Posidonius that at some point in 
history Phoenician ships were actually known as ‘horses’, at least in 
Greek, because of the horse-head carvings used as prow-pieces. The 
same fragment of Posidonius even tells us that such a ‘horse-head’ was 
on at least one occasion discovered on a beach.7 Another possibility 
arises from a piece of information surviving in the scholarly tradition 
represented by Stephanus of Byzantium and Eustathius, who record 
that an ancient local name of Carthage was ‘Kakkabe’, which meant 
‘Horse-head’ in the local language.8 If the colonists, in the process of 
digging on the shore, realized that they were digging up a place known 
as ‘Horse-head’, then the prophecy would have been fulfilled in a man
ner characteristic of the genre. There might be a number of other such 
speculative possibilities, but the question to be pursued now is whether 
the terms of the prophecy, as articulated by Virgil, admit of any inter
pretation other than that which would naturally present itself to the 
Phoenician colonists and, as it appears, almost as naturally to most 
modern readers. Before proceeding any further let me state that I am 
not going to argue that that interpretation is to be discarded. The 
Latinity of the poet’s words admit that interpretation, the traditional 
foundation story virtually demands it, and the poem’s early reference to
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Carthage as dives opum studiisque asperrima belli (1.14) encourages it. 
So at least one meaning of the prediction introduced by monstrarat and 
fore must unquestionably be that the Phoenician colonists were to be
come a nation that was exceptional in war and readily nourished or 
provided for over a long period of time, indeed in perpetuity. That said 
I turn to a scrutiny of the fine print, as it were, in the poet’s report of 
what was prophesied.

fore bello
egregiam et faeilem vietu per saecula gentem.

Over the centuries these words have been interpreted in a variety of 
ways, but most often by scholars who have been trying to determine the 
meaning. A notable exception to this pattern appeared thirty-five years 
ago in a short article by Egil Kraggerud.9 That article has been given 
rather a frosty reception, being largely ignored or, when not ignored, 
aggressively challenged. In the current climate of criticism, though, not 
all of Virgil’s readers are likely to insist on the need, nor indeed even on 
the desirability, of establishing a single, correct reading. The present re
examination of the words, following Kraggerud’s lead part of the way, 
will therefore recognize some of the differing, and indeed conflicting, 
readings previously propounded without presuming that any one must 
be discarded in favour of any other. It will in fact add to the list of 
potential meanings.

With the exception of the first two words (bello egregiam) I find that 
every word or phrase in the report of the prophecy is semantically and/or 
syntactically imprecise or variable, susceptible to more than one inter
pretation by itself. Is et simply copulative (‘and’), or is it adversative 
(‘and yet’), or epexegetic (‘and so’)? In fact the ways in which et is 
construed will be seen to vary in combination with the various interpre
tations of other words in the context. Gentem stands without any demon
strative, descriptive, or limiting modifier. An English translator cannot 
leave it like that. Do we supply a definite article, an indefinite article, 
a demonstrative, a possessive, or perhaps some descriptive such as ‘Pu
nic’ or ‘Carthaginian.’ Is it ‘a nation’, ‘some nation’, ‘this nation’, ‘their 
nation’, or several of the above? If such questions seem like idle casu
istry let us remember that we are dealing here with divine prophecy, 
a genre that conventionally exploits the niceties and imprecisions of
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language. Here a recollection of the famous response that Croesus re
ceived at Delphi is perhaps particularly apposite, for its varied possibili
ties depended on the word for ‘realm’ (ap%f|, Herodotus 1.53) being 
unqualified. But we should also be bearing in mind that there are many 
prophecies in the Aeneid whose words are open to optimistic interpreta
tions on the part of their recipients only to be fulfilled in ways that belie 
a naive optimism.10 I continue, accordingly, to look at some of the 
ambiguities in the poet’s report of Juno’s prediction.

Per saeeula could mean, ‘over a long, but finite, period of time’ or it 
could mean, as it must in its two other Virgilian occurrences (Aen. 6.235; 
12.826), ‘forever’ or ‘eternally’. Where faeilem is concerned it might be 
difficult for English speakers to avoid the word ‘easy’, but an experi
enced Latinist (or anyone who can read the dictionary) knows that 
facilis has a range of meanings some of which might be rendered in 
English by such terms as ‘feasible,’ ‘suitable for’, ‘prone to’, ‘susceptible 
to’, ‘ready for’. Such meanings in effect reflect two different grammatical 
voices of facilis, a word which sometimes expresses a capability, readi
ness or suitability for actively doing something, sometimes a passive 
receptivity to the actions of others (cf. other deverbatives such as agilis, 
habilis). A similar ambiguity, or versatility, attends the Latin supine to 
which facilis is often attached. This last observation leads to the word 
victu in the passage under discussion.

Victu appears as a particularly conspicuous ‘icon’. Being set off be
tween two caesurae, it virtually beeps and flashes at the reader. Gram
matical and semantic, not prosodic, factors, however, have accounted for 
victu having been heretofore the focus of most of the controversy in our 
passage.11 Are its etymological and semantic affinities with vivere, or is 
it the so-called ‘second supine’ of vincerel If the latter, is the supine 
active or passive? A few scholars have espoused an active supine here, 
hardly any a passive supine. In any case, as I have suggested, such 
alternatives need not exclude one another. If the supine is indifferent to 
voice, if it has in Henry’s words ‘equal grammatical claim’ to be active or 
passive12 we need not follow Henry in rejecting it for its imprecision 
instead of studying it for its poetic potential. Before doing so it might be 
well to review some of the reasons given in the past for the outright 
rejection of the supine of vinco as a possibility here, or for the rejection of 
it as active or passive. Perhaps the most persuasive factor has been the 
aforementioned urge to ascertain a single ‘correct’ meaning for the term.
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So, the reasoning goes, if victu is ablative of the noun victus it cannot be 
the supine of vincere. Against the supine it has been argued that, if it is 
given an active colouring, facilem victu must be redundant with bello 
egregiam (as if a nation outstanding in war is ipso facto easily victori
ous); if it is given a passive colouring that it contradicts bello egregiam 
(as if a nation outstanding in war is ipso facto not susceptible to defeat). 
In support of victu, ablative of victus, and against victu, supine of 
vincere, a phrase of Seneca—sapiens facilis victu fuit (Epist. 90.13)—was 
adduced by Henry.13 Even if there were no objections to a claim for 
reading the Virgilian prophecy in the light of the Senecan passage,14 
there would be as much reason, or more, for citing a phrase from Tacitus 
which might be closer syntactically, and is at least as close lexically, to 
our Virgilian passage. The phrase is facilem mutatu gentem (Ann. 14.23). 
Tacitus is known to have mined Virgil’s writings for adaptable expres
sions.15 If this is not an instance of his borrowings from Virgil, it is at 
least an indication of how a poetically sensitive Roman of a relatively 
early post-Virgilian generation might have construed Virgil’s facilem 
victu gentem. As such it gives us, I think, some measure of justification 
for entertaining the possibilities of victu as a supine.

The variety of semantic, syntactic and morphological possibilities 
that congregate in the few words that report the terms of the prophecy 
do not in themselves represent all of the complexities and indeterminacies, 
for the inherent polysemy of the words reacts with their mythic and 
historical referents which are themselves varied and indeterminate in 
their possibilities. In addition to all that, the kaleidoscopic mutations 
become even more numerous with the shifting perspectives from which 
the words that report the prophecy are read. We have assumed that the 
Phoenician colonists will have taken the horse-head in conjunction with 
Juno’s prophecy to indicate that they, the Phoenicians, were to become 
a nation pre-eminent in war and readily provided with sustenance, per 
saeeula, that is ‘for ever and ever’ or ‘for a long time’. We can also readily 
believe that the horse-head itself, as a symbol of Carthaginian power 
and prosperity, would have a strong resonance for Roman readers. That 
much has long been a given, particularly so since Bayet’s well-known 
article of half a century ago with its detailed exploration of the horse as 
represented on Punic coinage and elsewhere in Punic culture.16

As for Aeneas, we have no reason to suppose that he knew of the 
prophecy at all when he arrived at the site and hence no reason to
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speculate as to his perspective on it. The omniscient Virgil, though, and 
his readers will have had a perspective, or multiple perspectives, on 
Aeneas vis a vis the prophecy. They will also have had detached perspec
tives on the Phoenician colonists and on their interpretation of the 
prophecy that the colonists could not have had themselves. For one 
thing, author and reader will know that if per saecula meant ‘eternally’ 
to the colonists then their interpretation of the oracle was not realized; 
but if it meant ‘for a long time’ it was realized. Author and reader also 
see in the interval between themselves and the Phoenician colonists at 
the site those several Romano-Trojan colonists: Aeneas, Gracchus, and 
the Julians of their own day. Anyone who has any or all of those Roman 
colonists in mind inevitably has quite a different historical frame of 
reference in which to read the prophecy. So if the eternal pre-eminence 
and prosperity which the Phoenicians had read into the prophecy of 
Juno has not been realized, then perhaps the goddess’s words could refer 
to another gens. The vision of Aeneas standing at the site of the ‘Horse- 
head’ combined with a recollection of the historical and contemporary 
presence of his Roman descendants at that place must redirect the focus 
of the prophecy. Is it now Rome, the power that currently encompasses 
Punic Africa, that is to be the nation eternally pre-eminent in war and 
readily sustained? If so, for author and reader mindful of the eventual 
betrayal of the Phoenician expectations, the ambiguity of per saecula 
might now present a tempering caveat. Knowing what had happened to 
the Carthaginians, the original recipients of the prediction, a circum
spect Roman reader might reflect with some uncertainty as to whether 
the gens of Aeneas was ultimately to realize the terms of that prediction 
in the same way that the Carthaginians already had.

Even a Roman reader who might miss the latent caveat would be led 
by history and current circumstances to see the caput acris equi as 
a sign of future Roman greatness and prosperity, and indeed of the 
Roman humbling of Punic Carthage. I have called the horse-head an 
‘icon’ and it, or more precisely the phrase in which it is presented, is 
another particularly conspicuous one. To ‘point and click’ on caput acris 
equi is to open for exploration some of the potential for encouraging 
a ‘Roman’ reading of the apparently favourable prediction. First of all, 
why is the horse acerl It might seem pedantic or poetically unsophisti
cated to point out that, whatever the horse-head was, it is likely to have 
been physically inert at the time of discovery and hardly acer in any
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literal sense. That incongruity, however, does draw attention to the 
phrase. Various explanations have been offered for the adjective: that 
acer is normative inasmuch as war horses are conventionally ‘lively, 
spirited, fierce’ (cf. Servius: epitheton magis aptum equis), or, as Bayet 
suggested, that acris evokes the image of the fierce-looking horse on 
some of the Punic coinage. There is no need to quibble with such answers, 
but the point is that the phrase does stand out in a way that a simple 
unqualified equi would not. If the collocation of acris and equi is con
spicuous here, then this occurrence of the phrase is likely to be recalled 
when a grammatical variant of the same phrase shows up later in the 
Carthaginian episode as Ascanius careers exuberantly over the Carthaginian 
countryside on his acri equo (4.157 f.). This happens the day after 
Ascanius’ father had come upon the site of the discovery of that symbol 
of power and prosperity which the poet describes with the same two 
words. Readers who in the first instance saw the acer equus solely as 
a symbol of Phoenician military prowess and prosperity can, retrospec
tively, see its relevance to Rome now that the young ancestor of the Julii 
has appropriated the same symbol. (Such a perception would only be 
abetted by Romans’ familiarity with a statue in the Forum Romanum of 
Octavian mounted on a running horse, a statue which had also been 
depicted on Roman coins.17) Those who have already seen the Roman 
relevance in their initial reading of 1.441 f. now have confirmation of 
that in 4.157. There is, though, more confirmation forthcoming. In Book 5 
Ascanius/Iulus is a prominent participant in an equestrian pageant 
featuring young eponymous ancestors of the future Romans. Now he is 
mounted on a horse, quite possibly the same one that had carried him 
across the fields of Africa, but this time it is explicitly a Sidonian, that is 
a Phoenician, horse and one that had been given to him by the Phoenician 
queen herself (5.570-2). The same queen who had seen Juno’s words on 
the horse-head as portending the perpetual military power and prosper
ity of her own people has, too confidently, passed the horse along to the 
ancestor of a people who will acquire a power and prosperity of their 
own. In giving the acer equus to Ascanius the queen of Carthage has 
passed a token of power and prosperity on to a future leader of the 
people who will eventually subjugate her own people and appropriate 
her city and the resources of North Africa.

Everything that has just been said about the possibility of an 
alternative ‘Roman’ reading of the prophecy applies, mutatis mutandis,
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if victu means Victory’ or ‘conquest’ instead of (or as well as) ‘sustenance, 
prosperity’. As Virgil’s reader considers the fallibility of what we pre
sume to be the Phoenician understanding of the prophecy, that reader 
might also reflect on the ambiguity inherent in the supine. On the one 
hand the hopes and optimistic aspirations of the Phoenicians would 
have precluded their seeing any negative implications in the prophetic 
victu. Their optimism, in other words, would call for victu to mean 
‘winning’ and not ‘losing’, ‘conquest’ and not ‘defeat’. On the other hand, 
the reader who can look back on the Carthaginian history of defeat 
might well interpret victu, supine of vincere, as passive.

At this point I invoke the argument of Kraggerud who, while accept
ing the prevailing traditional reading (i.e. what I would call the 
‘Phoenician’ reading) of victu whereby facilem victu means ‘gedeihend an 
Lebensgute\ suggests that the same phrase can also carry the meaning 
‘leicht zu uberwinden’. It bears emphasizing that his reading does not 
present an either/or proposition but admits of two concurrent meanings 
of facilem victu. On the other hand, though, Kraggerud confines the 
phrase, in either of its meanings, to a Carthaginian frame of reference; 
the only way in which he implicates the Romans is in terms of their 
ultimate victory over the Carthaginians. So, while I find Kraggerud’s 
brief presentation of the case for the passive supine elegant and compel
ling as it stands, I shall here attempt to fortify it and extend it in line 
with what I have already seen as the multiple meanings of certain other 
words and phrases in vv. 444-5. Kraggerud observes that the words are 
like oracular pronouncements in having alternative meanings, an obser
vation that can only be strengthened by the fact that Virgil’s words are 
an oracular pronouncement or at least an indirect report of one. For the 
double meaning, tragically ironic for the Phoenicians, Kraggerud com
pares Dido’s statement to Ilioneus at 1.573: urbem quam statuo vestra 
est. The point here is that Dido can only mean that the Trojans are 
welcome to stay at Carthage, while to anyone reading the Aeneid centu
ries later, after Carthage has become a Roman city, her words have come 
true in a sense that she never intended.18 There is another analogous 
situation in Book 4 when Aeneas, participating in the building of 
Carthage, is interrupted by Mercury who accuses him of being unmindful 
of establishing his own kingdoms. The irony once again involves the 
split perspective afforded to the reader, but not to Aeneas, after Carthage 
has become one of the Roman domains.19 At the time that Mercury
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addresses him he is preparing what will ultimately be one of his peoples’ 
regna although he is neglecting other future regna and indeed the 
process by which Africa will become one of them.

Not only was Kraggerud flying in the face of virtually all scholarly 
precedent in reading victu as supine of vincere with a passive force, he 
was soon to be opposed by E.L. Harrison who refers to ‘Kraggerud’s 
strange notion’. ‘Who’, Harrison protests, ‘could ever entertain the no
tion that the Carthaginians would prove “easy to conquer”?’20 There is 
more than one way of responding to Harrison’s question. One of them 
might be to say that jingoistic Romans, viewing the history of the Punic 
Wars from the heady political, economic, and military environment of 
Augustan Rome, might have been inclined to some such view. For such 
Romans Virgil’s words will have struck one chord (even as other read
ings of the same words might caution against such an attitude). Harrison’s 
question though (encouraged, it must be admitted, by Kraggerud’s leicht 
zu uberwinden) seems premised on facilem meaning, necessarily and 
exclusively, ‘effortless’. It is as if one were to ask, assuming that per 
saecula means ‘eternally’, ‘Who would ever say that the Carthaginians 
were eternally pre-eminent in war?’ No reader of the Aeneid could 
possibly say that. But per saecula need not mean ‘eternally’, exclusively, 
any more than facilem has to mean ‘effortless’, exclusively. Further
more, gentem need not denote ‘the Carthaginians’ exclusively, although 
we can, along with Harrison and everyone else, leave aside other possi
bilities for the moment and substitute a different meaning for facilem 
and a different question for Harrison’s. Who would not agree that the 
Carthaginians were outstanding in war over a long period of time and 
yet susceptible or prone to defeat? The author of the Aeneid would agree, 
all of his Roman readers would agree, and so surely must anyone else 
who knows that the Carthaginians, despite their military prowess, lost 
three out of three great wars with Rome.

I suggested earlier that a Roman reader, having an altogether differ
ent perspective from Dido’s, might have seen a reference to the Romans 
in the report of Juno’s prophecy about a people that would be, over the 
centuries, outstanding in war and readily prosperous. Could the same 
Roman reader contemplate the same Romans as a people that would be 
outstanding in war, yet susceptible to defeat in the long term? If part of 
the prophecy, or one interpretation of the prophecy, can apply to both 
Carthage and Rome then a reflective reader must be open to the possibility
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that another part of it, or another interpretation of it, might also pertain 
to both Carthage and Rome. In fact, if gentem is read, not as ‘Carthage’ 
nor as ‘Rome’, but simply as ‘a nation’, there is a sort of universal caveat 
in the Virgilian sentence when facilem victu means ‘prone to defeat’. In 
the absence of a definite article and of any adjective modifying or defin
ing gentem, the report of the oracular pronouncement can be isolated as 
a sort of monitory apophthegm or sententia of universal application: 
‘A people that is distinguished in war will, over the long run (per saecula), 
be susceptible to defeat.’ This can hardly be a strange notion to anyone 
with a knowledge of history. For the Romans, Carthage will have been 
one poignant example, but so will Troy (in regard to which nothing could 
be a stronger symbol of defeat than a horse in the middle of the city: in 
urbe...media, 1.441). Still, given the ambiguity of the supine, a passive 
interpretation does not exclude an active one, and facilem victu might be 
paraphrased as facilem vincere ac vinci, to adapt a phrase used by 
another Augustan writer with reference to an individual who was equally 
accommodated to winning or losing: comiter...facilis vincere ac vinci 
(Livy 7.33, regarding M. Valerius Corvus). One thinks of such English 
proverbs as ‘easy come, easy go’ or ‘win some, lose some’. Returning to 
our Virgilian context with such proverbs in mind we can see Juno’s 
prophecy proclaiming that ‘the nation that will be pre-eminent in war 
will come, in the long run, to be receptive to both victory and defeat’, or 
that ‘even the greatest of military powers will be subject, over the long 
course of history, to the vicissitudes of victory and defeat’.

If the phrase, by one interpretation, can be isolated as a proverbial 
axiom or moralizing aphorism by some readers, it can also be isolated as 
a sort of political or military slogan by others. Thus it can mean that ‘the 
nation that is perennially strong in war will also (on that account) be 
easily nourished’ or that ‘the nation that is easily nourished will also be 
(as a consequence) perennially pre-eminent in war.’ If there have been 
readers of a philosophical bent who would favour the moral aphorism 
(without noticing the political slogans), and readers, Augustan ideologues 
perhaps, who would privilege the political slogans (without noticing the 
cautionary aphorism), there might also be some who are seized by the 
irony of the same words being both cautionary aphorism and military/ 
political slogan.

The co-inherence of active and passive voices in the supine and in 
facilis complicates and enriches the reader’s agenda in identifying and
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ordering meanings. The interplay of the various available meanings of 
words or phrases with those of other words and phrases is itself highly 
complex, but the mental process of sorting and balancing is further 
complicated by the collusion with one another of the different meanings 
of the same word or phrase. The philologist has no facility in describing 
the way in which such collusion exercises itself in the mind of the 
linguistically and poetically adept reader. In the present instance, though, 
even a cumbersome effort might be instructive. For the reader who 
recognizes that facilem victu means both ‘easily sustained’ and ‘suscepti
ble to defeat’, the next cognitive step might be, not to choose between 
them, but to associate them either by co-ordination or subordination. 
Thus, the single phrase might mean ‘easily sustained and therefore 
susceptible to defeat’, or, for others, the meanings ‘easily victorious’ and 
‘susceptible to defeat’ might coalesce into something like ‘easily victori
ous and therefore susceptible to defeat’. The latter combination, with the 
possible addition of per saecula, might be paraphrased as ‘the nation 
habituated to easy victory will be prone to defeat’; the former as ‘the 
nation accustomed to easy living will be prone to defeat’. The two 
together might yield something like ‘the nation long habituated to effort
less living and easy conquest will thereby be ripe for defeat’.

The Carthaginian foundation story, as noted, was traditional, and 
Virgil only touches upon it en passant (per transitum tangit says Servius 
ad loc.). As he touches upon that story, though, the poet chooses words 
that invest his brief allusion with layers of significance that the story is 
unlikely to have had in its earlier literary or historiographical manifes
tations. The linguistic imprecision, plurivalence and fluidity, although 
inherent in the lexicon and syntax, are poetically directed in such a way 
that each reader, passing from the digression back into the narrative 
that resumes in v. 446, brings along an impression of the prophecy that 
might be simple or complex. Whatever that impression is, it will condi
tion the reading of the ensuing encounter between the founders of two 
gentes in the precinct of Juno. Each of those gentes has been, is, or will be 
pre-eminent in war, readily nourished, easily victorious and (perhaps) 
susceptible to defeat. By the time that any reader has encountered the 
Aeneid, the future of one of the gentes has become its past and the 
history of that gens has in effect been written, while the other gens has 
a history that is still in progress. Some readers will bring along what 
might be called the naive, Croesus-like, Phoenician reading; that is the
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presumed ‘reading’ of the oracle by its original recipients. This, as 
remarked, seems to be dominant in the reception of the oracular words 
among modern interpreters. But the Roman chauvinist or the sanguine 
imperialist, possibly recognizing the Croesan presumptions of the 
Phoenicians, while nonetheless bound by similar presumptions them
selves, will bring their own impressions. Meanwhile the politically- 
detached and philosophical observer of human history will bring another. 
A truly comprehensive reading will take into account the multiple se
mantic laminations that are bonded together, in stress and tension, in 
this single dense poetic utterance. I will not claim that this essay has 
identified all of those laminations, nor even that it has acknowledged all 
of those which others have identified.

The University of Manitoba RORY B. EGAN
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